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What is SModelS ?
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https://smodels.github.io

❖ Public tool for the fast reinterpretation of LHC 
searches on the basis of simplified-model results.  

❖ Working principle: decompose the signatures of 
full BSM scenarios into simplified model 
components, which are then confronted against 
the experimental constraints from a large 
database of results.  

❖ Input: SLHA files with mass spectrum,  decay tables 
and cross sections. 

❖ Mostly results from SUSY searches, but works for 
any BSM model with a Z2-like symmetry!

https://smodels.github.io
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https://smodels.github.io

❖ Public tool for the fast reinterpretation of LHC 
searches on the basis of simplified-model results.  

❖ Advantages are simplicity and speed!                                    
→ very fast b/c no MC simulation needed                                                
→ well suited for large scans and model surveys 

❖ Large database of experimental results 

❖ ATLAS and CMS, Run 1 and Run 2, prompt and 
long-lived results all treated simultaneously 

❖ Easy classification of unconstrained cross 
section, missing topologies 

❖ Limitation: kind and variety of avilable 
simplified-model results.

What is SModelS ?   -cont-

https://smodels.github.io
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https://smodels.github.io

❖ Public tool for the fast reinterpretation of LHC 
searches on the basis of simplified-model results.  

❖ Advantages are simplicity and speed!                                    
→ very fast b/c no MC simulation needed                                                
→ well suited for large scans and model surveys 

❖ Large database of experimental results 

❖ ATLAS and CMS, Run 1 and Run 2, prompt and 
long-lived results all treated simultaneously 

❖ Easy classification of unconstrained cross 
section, missing topologies 

❖ Limitation: kind and variety of avilable 
simplified-model results.

What is SModelS ?   -cont-

arXiv:1312.4175 
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Experimental results in SModelS
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                                                upper limit (UL) maps and A×ε ‘efficiency’ maps (EM)
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Maps of Aε for the signal regions of an 
analysis allow us 

‣ to sum different contributions to the 
same signal region

‣ given expected and observed numbers 
of events, compute a likelihood for    
the hypothesised signal *)

‣ do sophisticated statistical evaluations 
(likelihood ratio tests, confidence levels,                 
p-values, etc.) *) if information on correlations is available, SRs can be combined 

<latexit sha1_base64="xmThQlqWOCQpVH5AVsknXRN2QTw=">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</latexit>

L(µ, ✓|D) = P (D|µs+ b+ ✓) p(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="KTIrNMjB9+kvlFI02ziI+WdUI34=">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</latexit>

nsig =
X

A✏ [� ⇥ BR⇥ BR]⇥ L

Experimental results in SModelS
                                                A×ε ‘efficiency’ maps (EM)
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Interface to pyhf
• Interface to pyhf established in 2020. 

• Whenever a statistical model is available, 
we use it. A real boon for us! 

• SModelS needs to be fast → we typically 
use simplify ’ed JSONs *) 

• Usage of full llhds can be enforced through 
database add-on
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arXiv:2009.01809

https://github.com/eschanet/simplify

path = latest+full_llhds

→ replaces simplify’ed HistFactory models by full ones; 
available from SModelS v2.3 (June 2023) onwards

*) subject to validation
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The Database  v2.3
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❖ In total exp. results from 111 ATLAS 
and CMS publications

❖ Run 1: 15 ATLAS + 18 CMS analyses

❖ Run 2: 38 ATLAS + 40 CMS analyses    
(17 ATLAS+13 CMS for full luminosity)

❖ 10 LLP searches: HSCP, disappearing 
tracks, displaced vertices

❖ 7 ATLAS analyses with pyhf llhds

→ bkg-only.json

ATLAS Run 2 analyses in SModelS v2.3 database



Best-SR vs. full vs. simplify’ed likelihoods
(database validation)
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Best-SR vs. full vs. simplify’ed likelihoods
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-05: Searches for new phenomena in events with two leptons, jets, and missing transverse momentum

plots: Sahana Narasimha

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-05/
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Best-SR vs. full vs. simplify’ed likelihoods
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-32: Charginos and sleptons decaying into final states with two leptons and missing transverse momentum

need to include CRs in fit 

plots: Sahana Narasimha

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-32/
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Best-SR vs. full vs. simplify’ed likelihoods
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ATLAS-SUSY-2019-08: Electroweakinos in final states with one lepton, missing transverse momentum and a Higgs boson

full JSON file → good obs. limit; but why is exp. off?

plots: Sahana Narasimha

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2019-08/
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wanted
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ATLAS-SUSY-2019-02: sleptons and charginos decaying to two leptons and neutralinos 
with mass splittings near the W-boson mass

mock-up covariance matrix, assuming SF and DF SRs are independent 
otherwise no sensitivity at all
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2019-02/


Efficiency maps from patchsets

pyhf signal patchsets shipped with the background-only JSON files 
allow us to extract efficiency maps for all SRs (and the CRs) 

provided we have also the exact cross sections as used in the analysis

for pure simplified models
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

• Analysis has 7 “exclusive”  
(WW, WZ, ZZ, Wh, Zh) and 
3 “inclusive” (VV, VZ, Vh) 
signal regions                          
wrt gauge bosons in the decays  

• Originally published EMs 
only for 4Q-VV, 2B2Q-VZ, 
and 2B2Q-Vh SRs; 
supposedly independent

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

• Analysis has 7 “exclusive”  
(WW, WZ, ZZ, Wh, Zh) and 
3 “inclusive” (VV, VZ, Vh) 
signal regions                          
wrt gauge bosons in the decays  

• Originally published EMs 
only for 4Q-VV, 2B2Q-VZ, 
and 2B2Q-Vh SRs; 
supposedly independent 

• Some validations worked 
well, others didn’t → ?? with 4Q-VV, 2B2Q-VZ and 2B2Q-Vh EMs

Examples:

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

• New HEPData record now contains 

- full BG-only JSON file  (not only 
signal-specific llhds) 

- signal patchsets for “pure” 
simplified models 

• We can extract EMs for excl. SRs  
from these 
- would be good to have also patchsets  

for pure ZZ, Zh and hh decay modes

2023-11-13

BGOnlyFit_fullLH.json 

patchset_SM_C1C1_WW.json 
patchset_SM_C1N2_Wh.json 
patchset_SM_C1N2_WZ.json

many thanks to Shion Chen (et al.) !patchset_hinoAxino_brN2H0.json → ZZ 
patchset_hinoAxino_brN2H100.json → hh 
patchset_hinoAxino_brN2H50.json → Zh,ZZ,hh ?? 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41                                       &  EMs from patchsets
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

implementation and validation by Timothée Pascal

WW + MET Wh + MET WZ + MET

Observed limits

SR-4Q-WW (excl.) vs SR-4Q-VV (incl.) SR-2B2Q-WH (excl.) vs SR-2B2Q-Vh (incl.) 4Q-WZ + 2B2Q-WZ (excl.)  
vs  4Q-VZ  + 2B2Q-VZ   (incl.)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41                                       &  EMs from patchsets
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

WW + MET Wh + MET WZ + MET

implementation and validation by Timothée Pascal

SR-4Q-WW (excl.) vs SR-4Q-VV (incl.) SR-2B2Q-WH (excl.) vs SR-2B2Q-Vh (incl.) 4Q-WZ + 2B2Q-WZ (excl.)  
vs  4Q-VZ  + 2B2Q-VZ   (incl.)

Expected limits

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41                                       &  EMs from patchsets
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

validating scenarios with mixed final states (from BRs)
PRELI

MINARY
implementation and validation by Timothée Pascal

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41                                       &  EMs from patchsets
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

PRELI
MINARY

wino-bino wino-bino

implementation and validation by Timothée Pascal

validating scenarios with mixed final states (from production)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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ATLAS-SUSY-2018-41                                       &  EMs from patchsets
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Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum

PRELI
MINARY

wino-bino wino-bino

implementation and validation by Timothée Pascal

validating scenarios with mixed final states (from production)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2018-41/
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Conclusions
Full statistical models are extremely useful 

In SModelS, we are mostly using simplify’ed ones for speed reasons 

Some differences wrt official ATLAS limits (exp vs obs limit) →  ?  

Tools for different simplification schemes would be welcome,                                         
(e.g., simplified likelihood with linearised systematics, SLLS, by Nicolas Berger)                                                                                        
but please always provide the full BG-only model 

Patchsets for pure simplified models allow us to extract efficiency maps                
for the SModelS database (NB not possible for patchsets with mixed production/decay modes)

23

- thanks for
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Open issues

• SUSY-2018-06 full llhd doesn’t work 
properly 

• SUSY-2018-16 provides full llhd, but so 
far we could not validate the EMs from 
this analysis in SModelS 

• SUSY-2018-41 … questions, see above 

• Backend dependence:  PyTorch gives 
reliable results, but issues with numpy
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